The 
Introduction
In the introduction to a book on ritual innovation written in 2016, Nathan MacDonald writes: 2 At first blush 'ritual innovation' would appear to be an oxymoron. What is ritual, if not a stereotyped behaviour that has to be practised consistently in order to be effective?
In the rest of that essay MacDonald makes the point that some biblical critics have somehow been resistant to the idea that rituals can change or can even be invented, but that ritual theorists such as Catherine Bell and Ronald Grimes insist that those of us who think that ritual innovation is 'counter-intuitive' are simply wrong. This article is interested in how the ritual of the first-born sacrifice, the ‫כֹור‬ ‫,בְּ‬ is portrayed in Numbers 18. The basic argument is that what we have here is clearly a case of ritual innovation; more specifically, it is a case of what Olyan would call "ritual innovation for profit." 3 Olyan distinguished two kinds of ritual innovation for profit, namely "innovation through the usurpation of another party's ritual privileges" and "innovation by means of the creative manipulation of established rites". I will try to show that what we have here in Numbers 18 is somehow a combination of both kinds of ritual innovation described by Olyan.
The article will focus on two important 'rituals' in Numbers 18, namely the ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ and the ‫כֹור‬ ‫,בְּ‬ and will look especially at why they are mentioned in such close proximity. It should also become clear that Numbers 18 alludes to several earlier texts from Exodus and Leviticus -and in this case 'earlier' implies both canonically and diachronically. We will also look at Deuteronomy 15, which in my view is also an older text than Numbers 18, although some scholars would disagree with this observation. We do not need to go into the http://scriptura.journals.ac.za 134 Meyer debate on what a ritual is exactly, nor address the problem that what we as Old Testament scholars have is actually not rituals, but texts. 4 Numbers 18 follows after the complex narrative of , where the leadership of both Moses and Aaron is challenged. Challengers include Dathan and Abiram from the tribe of Reuben, who "accuse Moses of abusing power in general", and Korah from the tribe of Levi, who accuses "Moses and Aaron of abusing priestly power through their hoarding of holiness." 5 This story of Korah is actually one of those identified by Olyan as being about the usurpation of the privileges of another party. 6 Most commentaries divide Numbers 18 into at least three parts. Verses 1-7 provide some basic ground rules for the different roles played by priests and Levites. We will focus on the second part, namely verses 8 to 20, which is about priestly compensation, while verses 21-31 are about compensation for Levites. Scholars disagree on where to put verse 20: some see it as the concluding frame of verses 8 to 20 and others as the beginning of the last section. 7 The focus of this article is on the middle part.
There are quite a few obvious links with, or allusions to, certain chapters from Leviticus which have already been pointed out by many scholars. Chapters 10 and 27 of Leviticus immediately stand out. With Leviticus 10 the most obvious link is the fact that in Numbers 18 Aaron is addressed directly by YHWH in verses 1, 8 and 20. The only other time that this has happened in the preceding chapters is in Leviticus 10:8. In Leviticus 10 Aaron receives certain instructions from YHWH, including verse 10, which commands priests to distinguish between clean and unclean, and between holy and profane. Thus one clear commonality between the two chapters (Lev. 10 and Num. 18) is that in both Aaron gets the undivided attention of YHWH. In Leviticus 10 he receives this attention after paying quite a high price, namely the death of his two firstborn sons. In Numbers 18 other Israelites, such as Korah, pay a price for their own mistakes in the preceding two chapters, their mistake being to challenge the authority of Moses and Aaron. For scholars who engage with diachronic or redactional-critical issues, chapters 10 and 27 of Leviticus are usually regarded as the latest two chapters added to that book, with Christophe Nihan probably offering the best example for this argument. 8 Apart from this attention that Aaron receives from YHWH, there are many other allusions to texts in Leviticus at which we will look in a moment. I will first look at intertextual links between Numbers 18 and Leviticus 27, and then spread the net wider to include other texts from Leviticus, especially those from Leviticus 1-7 and also the different ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ texts from the books of Exodus and Deuteronomy. Apart from the ‫כֹור‬ ‫,בְּ‬ we will also look at another practice, namely the ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫,ח‬ which means that in Numbers 19 we will focus especially on verses 14 to 17. With regard to the preceding verses (vv. 8-13) scholars often point out that, on the one hand, we see the most holy offerings ( ‫ים‬ ִׁ֖ ‫ש‬ ָ ‫ד‬ ֳּ ‫ק‬ ַ ‫ה‬ ‫ש‬ ֶ ‫ד‬ ֵ֥ ‫ק‬ ‫)מ‬ presented in verses 8-10. 9 These are the ‫ה‬ ָ ‫ח‬ ‫נְּ‬ ‫,מ‬ the ‫את‬ ‫טָ‬ ַ ‫ח‬ and the ‫ם‬ ָ ‫ש‬ ָ ‫,א‬ which are obviously also found in Leviticus 2 and 4-7. These offerings may only be eaten by male priests in the "most sacred precincts".
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On the other hand, from verse 11 onwards we find the lesser offerings, which may be eaten by everyone who is clean in the house of the priest (or literally the addressee, which http://scriptura.journals.ac.za Ritual Innovation in Numbers 18? 135 in this case is Aaron). This second group includes first fruits of grain, wine and oil, as well as the ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ and the ‫כֹור‬ ‫,בְּ‬ to which we will now turn.
The ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ Numbers 18:14 refers to 'every ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫,'ח‬ a word which is found nowhere else in the book of Numbers, at least not as a noun. 11 As Brekelmans pointed out a long time ago, apart from the Numeruswechsel in Numbers 18:14, the latter verse is a carbon copy of Ezekiel 44:29b, where incidentally we also find the three offerings just described in verse 9 as "most holy". ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ as something that "appears to mean anything so dedicated to Yahweh that it could not be redeemed."
13 Leviticus 27:28 mentions that nothing that a person "devoted to destruction" may be sold or redeemed and verse 29 adds specifically that any human who was devoted to destruction may not be redeemed, but must be killed. 14 Similar to Gray, the more recently published work by Schmidt posits that ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ refers to something "das in besonders feierlicher Weise Jahwe übereignet wurde" and then also refers to Leviticus 27:28. 15 In the book of Leviticus ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ is found only in chapter 27. Apart from the already mentioned verses 28 to 29, it is also found in verse 21. Here ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ applies to a field ‫ה(‬ ֶ ‫ד‬ ָ ‫)ש‬ which had previously been consecrated (v. 19) and ended up being released in the Jubilee, when it becomes a "field of ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫,"ח‬ which is followed by the phrase "for the priest it shall be his possession". It seems that there is a fair amount of overlap between ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ in Numbers 18:14, where every ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ now becomes the possession of the addressee (in this case Aaron), and Leviticus 27:21, where ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ implies something which "for the priest it will be a possession" ‫ֹו(‬ ֹֽ ‫ת‬ ‫זָ‬ ֻ ‫ח‬ ‫אֲ‬ ‫ֵ֥ה‬ ‫יֶ‬ ְּ ‫ה‬ ‫ת‬ ‫ן‬ ִׁ֖ ‫ה‬ ‫כ‬ ‫.)לַ‬ Thus, however the thing became a ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫,ח‬ it will eventually end up as the possession of the priest, at least that is the case in Numbers 18:14 and Leviticus 27:21. In both these texts ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ seems to refer to something becoming the possession of the priest. That is not so clear in verses 28 and 29 (of Lev. 27), where ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ is actually described as most holy and belonging to YHWH. We could presume that belonging to YHWH means the same as belonging to a priest, but that is not spelled out in verses 28 and 29 as it is in 27:21 and Numbers 18:14. The P literature provides a different interpretation of the ban as sacrifice that is undertaken independently of war, which is also evident in Ezek 44. Leviticus 27 is the primary teaching on this view of the ban, where the noun ḥerem occurs five times to characterise a gift that is given to the Deity in a vow.
I would thus presume with Dozeman that the thing called ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ in Numbers 18 is a kind of a sacrifice similar to that in Ezekiel 44:29 and Leviticus 27:28 and 29, something that might have been given in a vow.
We saw above that 'most holy' was used to refer to the offerings mentioned in verses 8-10 of Numbers 18 and that most scholars think that what comes after verse 11 onwards is of a lesser degree of holiness. One fascinating difference between Numbers 18:14 and Leviticus 27:28 is that in the Leviticus text a ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ is described as ‫ים‬ ֵ֥ ‫ש‬ ָ ‫ד‬ ֹֽ ָ ‫ש-ק‬ ֶ ‫ד‬ ֹֽ ‫.ק‬ Yet in Numbers 18:9 that description is reserved only for the ‫ה‬ ָ ‫ח‬ ‫נְּ‬ ‫,מ‬ the ‫את‬ ‫טָ‬ ַ ‫ח‬ and the ‫ם‬ ָ ‫ש‬ ָ ‫.א‬ Was the ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ thus downgraded in Numbers 18? Milgrom, in his commentary on Leviticus, finds a way of explaining the discrepancy: 22 Is there, then, a contradiction between Leviticus and Numbers? Not at all. Regarding food, ḥerem is of lesser sanctity and is eligible to be eaten by a priest's family (Num. 18); regarding its irredeemability, it is most sacred (Lev. 27), in contrast to an impure votive animal (vv. 11-13), a consecrated house or field (vv. 14-25), and an impure firstling (v. 27).
Thus for Milgrom there seem to be two categories, one when food is at stake and one when the possibility of redeeming something appears. I am not sure that I find these different categories convincing, since one does not find these kinds of distinctions with other sacrifices. Stern ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ and ‫כֹור‬ ‫?בְּ‬ Why are they mentioned in such close proximity to each other? Is it simply some kind of alluding device to Leviticus 27, where they are also mentioned in proximity to each other, albeit in a different order? Does the combination of the two somehow change the meaning of ‫כֹור‬ ‫,בְּ‬ if even slightly? In other words, does the meaning of ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ somehow rub off onto the meaning of ‫כֹור‬ ‫?בְּ‬ The answer to these questions is not that apparent.
For the time being, it is also important to note that the reference to ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ in Numbers 18 is much more cryptic than the two references in Leviticus 27. There at least we know that we are talking of a field (v. 21) or an animal or human being (v. 28). In Numbers 18 it is not clear. Yet if Numbers 18 is alluding to Leviticus 27 then those things are presumed.
The ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬
As we have just argued, it is fascinating to notice that only in Numbers 18 and Leviticus 27 does one find references to the ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ and the ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ in such close proximity. 25 As was pointed out, the important difference is that with regard to the ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫,ח‬ one finds less information in Numbers 18 than in Leviticus 27, but with the ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ it is the other way around. With regard to Leviticus, the term ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ is only found once in 27:26, where it refers to an animal which may not be consecrated (Hiphil of ‫)קדש‬ to YHWH, since it already belongs to him. 26 There is no mention of a human ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ in Leviticus 27. In the book of Numbers ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ is used frequently, 25 times to be exact. 27 Many of these occurrences are from the genealogies, often referring to the oldest male humans, 28 
The first issue of the womb of all creatures, human and animal, which is offered to the LORD, shall be yours; but the firstborn of human beings you shall redeem, and the firstborn of unclean animals you shall redeem.
16 Their redemption price, reckoned from one month of age, you shall fix at five shekels of silver, according to the shekel of the sanctuary (that is, twenty gerahs).
17 But the firstborn of a cow, or the firstborn of a sheep, or the firstborn of a goat, you shall not redeem; they are holy. You shall dash their blood on the altar, and shall turn their fat into smoke as an offering by fire for a pleasing odor to the LORD;
In verse 15 another term for firstborn is used, namely ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ח‬ ֶ֠ ֶ ‫ר‬ ‫ר‬ ‫ָּ֣טֶ‬ ֶ ‫.פ‬ This term is found in various texts, usually in close proximity to references to the ‫כֹור‬ ‫.בְּ‬ 32 It is also found in Numbers 3:12, where we had the idea of the Levites replacing the firstborn for the first time. One exception would be the notorious Ezekiel 20:26, where the term ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ is not used. It is clear that in Numbers 18:15-17 the ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ is destined for the altar. The human ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ is to be redeemed ‫)פדה(‬ and the same goes for unclean animals. The verb ‫פדה‬ is found here only in these verses in the book of Numbers and also in Leviticus 27:27 and 29, where it refers to the unclean ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ which must be redeemed (v. 27) as well as the human ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ (v. 29), which may not be redeemed and must be killed. The verb also features in some of the Exodus texts we will discuss in a moment. As said before, there is no mention of the human ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ in Leviticus 27. Thus Numbers 18:15bβ repeats Leviticus 27:27, or describes the same outcome: every unclean ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ animal must be redeemed. 
בְּ‬ is never found again in the Hebrew Bible after this text and is found only in Priestly and post-Priestly texts between Exodus, Leviticus and Numbers, with a high concentration in Numbers 7, where it is used to describe the value of the offerings brought by many tribal leaders. 36 In Leviticus 27:3 the term is used at the beginning of prescriptions discussing the value of human beings dedicated in vows. In 27:25 it concludes a longer section on 'assessment' reiterating that the only value to be used is the shekel of the sanctuary.
Numbers 18:17 makes it very clear that the firstborn of cattle, sheep and goats may not be redeemed and their blood must be dashed on the altar and their fat must be burned as "pleasing odour to the Lord". This language is vintage Leviticus. Usually when blood is splashed, this is done over the altar, 37 but in one instance the people 38 could also be the recipients of the blood. The splashing of blood on the altar is mostly referred to in the book of Leviticus, where it is applicable to the ‫ה‬ ‫לָ‬ ‫ע‬ (Lev. 1:5 and 11), the ‫ים‬ ִׁ֖ ‫מ‬ ‫לָ‬ ְּ ‫ש‬ ‫ח‬ ‫ֵ֥בַ‬ ‫זֶ‬ (Lev. 3:2, 8, 13 and 7:14) and the ‫ם‬ ָ ‫ש‬ ָ ‫א‬ (Lev. 7:2). The reference to the 'pleasing odour' is associated with these sacrifices, but also the ‫ה‬ ָ ‫ח‬ ‫נְּ‬ ‫מ‬ (Lev. 2:2) and the ‫את‬ ‫טָ‬ ַ ‫ח‬ (Lev. 4:31). Thus suddenly in Numbers 18 the ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ seems to be on par with all five offerings in Leviticus 1-7.
Another striking feature of the ritual of the ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ in Numbers 18 is the fact that the ritual is described in much more detail than in Leviticus 27, or any of the famous ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ texts in Exodus. Part of this detail overlaps to a large extent with the description of the ‫ים‬ ִׁ֖ ‫מ‬ ‫לָ‬ ְּ ‫ש‬ ‫ח‬ ‫ֵ֥בַ‬ ‫זֶ‬ in Leviticus 3. In Numbers 18:17 the fat is to be burned and the same goes for the fat in Leviticus 3:3-5, although other parts are added there such as the kidneys and the appendage of the liver in Leviticus 3. Also in Leviticus 3 the description of the fat is much more elaborate.
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‫ר‬ ‫לְּ‬ ‫׃‬
Another similarity between the ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ and the ‫ים‬ ִׁ֖ ‫מ‬ ‫לָ‬ ְּ ‫ש‬ ‫ח‬ ‫ֵ֥בַ‬ ‫זֶ‬ in Leviticus is that the portions identified in verse 28 are the same as those reserved for the priest in Leviticus 7:34:
Numbers 18:18
It is strange that these portions are specified in Numbers 18:18, since the priests now get everything in any case. The preposition ‫כְּ‬ is clearly used to compare. "All their flesh" as it is with the breast and as with the leg now belongs to 'you', 'you' being Aaron the addressee. Levine explains the problem as follows: 39 Although the law here is clearly modeled on the law of the šelāmîm offering, as its formulation indicates, it applies the provisions of that law to another category. The law states that all of the unburned flesh of firstlings is of a status comparable with the specific section of the šelāmîm, the breast and thigh, which go to the priests.
It is not clear what is meant by 'another category'. One should also add that the ‫ים‬ ִׁ֖ ‫מ‬ ‫לָ‬ ְּ ‫ש‬ ‫ח‬ ‫ֵ֥בַ‬ ‫זֶ‬ is always described as voluntary, yet the impression given by Numbers 18 and all the ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ texts that follow is that it is very much compulsory. 40 What I have tried to show up to this point is that Numbers 18:9-20 often alludes to different chapters from Leviticus. We have chapter 10 with Aaron, being addressed, but most allusions occur in Leviticus 27. In both texts we find laws on the ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ and ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ in close proximity. The reference to the latter is very terse in Numbers 18, but much more elaborate in Leviticus 27, yet with the ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ it is the other way around. Apart from these links, what is also clear is that the way in which the ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ is described in Leviticus 27 also reminds us of the ‫ים‬ ִׁ֖ ‫מ‬ ‫לָ‬ ְּ ‫ש‬ ‫ח‬ ‫ֵ֥בַ‬ ‫זֶ‬ in Leviticus 1-7.
We first need to take a step back and have a brief look at the four ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ texts in the book of Exodus. Since I presume they are all older than this chapter from the book of Numbers, I
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will not go into much detail with regard to their diachronic relationship to each other. Any discussion of these texts could take us to the larger debate on human sacrifice in the Hebrew Bible, a debate of which we will try to stay clear. 41 The four texts are If there was any doubt that we were talking of a sacrifice, then this makes it clear that a sacrifice is the order of the day. It should also be clear that there is no hint here that these sacrifices will be destined for the priests. But then there is not much clarity on how these sacrifices will be performed, who will eat them, if anyone, and what will happen to the blood.
One should also mention one other text, namely . This text has many noteworthy features. As in Exodus 13:2 the verb ‫קדש‬ (Hiphil here, but Pi'el in Exodus 13) is used to describe the dedication of the firstborn. One also finds the verb ‫זבח‬ in verse 21, making it clear that this is a sacrifice. What is different, though, is that here the firstborn is specifically described as 'male', something which was absent in all the texts from Exodus as well as Leviticus 
Conclusion
Space does not allow us look at the portrayal of the tithe ‫ר(‬ ֵ֥ ‫ש‬ ‫עֲ‬ ֹֽ ַ ‫)מ‬ in Numbers 18:21-31. The tithe also features after the ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ in Leviticus 27, where it also belongs to YHWH. It is absent in Exodus, but it is found in Deuteronomy 14:22-27, where the farmer can eat it.
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The farmer is encouraged in verse 27 not to neglect the poor Levites, but still he and his family may eat the whole tithe. Yet in Numbers 18:21-31 YHWH hands over the tithe to the Levites, although they need to hand over 10% of that to Aaron. 47 That Deuteronomy is pro-farmer, as Finsterbusch pointed out, is very clear. That Numbers 18 is pro-Aaron is also very clear. Olson reminds us to read these texts with a "healthy hermeneutic of suspicion":
Readers infected with a healthy dose of a hermeneutics of suspicion may look at this material rather cynically. They may conclude that these stories are simply pro-Aaronic propaganda pieces designed to ensure unquestionable loyalty and support to the one surviving priestly group who had the final word in giving these stories their present shape.
This article, obviously, espouses such a hermeneutics of suspicion, but the aim is more to show how the 'loyalty' and 'support' mentioned by Olson has been co-opted. We have tried to show how a ritual such as the ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ is reinvented to serve the interests of the priests. We tried to show how the text of Numbers 18 echoes other texts such as Leviticus 10 and 27. As in Leviticus 27 ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ is mentioned in close proximity to the ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫,ח‬ but in different order. The highly devoted ‫ם‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֵ֥ ‫ח‬ is mentioned first and then followed by the ‫כֹור‬ ‫,בְּ‬ probably in an attempt to add some weight to the meaning of the ‫כֹור‬ ‫.בְּ‬ But then the ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ is described in terms reminiscent of the ‫ים‬ ִׁ֖ ‫מ‬ ‫לָ‬ ְּ ‫ש‬ ‫ח‬ ‫ֵ֥בַ‬ ‫,זֶ‬ to a certain extent echoing many of the sacrifices of Leviticus 1-7. One might get the impression that it is written into Leviticus 1-7 retroactively, since it becomes a similar sacrifice where blood is dashed and where a 'pleasing odour' lingers. Yet when compared to the four ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ texts in Exodus, the most important difference now becomes the fact that YHWH hands over his ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ to Aaron. This is something which was probably implied in those texts, but is made explicit now. Olyan's concept of "creative manipulation" seems appropriate.
One wonders what remains for YHWH, now that he has handed over the ‫כֹור‬ ‫בְּ‬ to Aaron? Well, according to Numbers 18, there is still that lingering 'pleasing odour' which is also what Leviticus 1-7 provides, a kind of aromatherapy?
